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Renovations planned for BC facilities
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Obsolete controls backstage in the indoor theater are one of the many things scheduled to be replaced Feb. 14.
By Chrystal Fortt
Reporter

Bakersfield College Mairltenance and Operations manager
Paula Bray is hard at work overseeing plans to renovate many
buildings on campus.
The entire Speech A1ts & Music building, which houses both
the indoor and outdoor theaters,
is going to be renovated from the
inside of the classrooms to the
landscaping of flowers on the
outside.
"We believe that there will be
many more performances in the
facility now that we will actually have a facility that we can be
proud of," said Bray.
The renovations still need to
be approved, and then the renovation process is estimated to
take 18 months to constrnct.
Right now the maintenance
office is looking for other locations on and off campus to hold
all performing arts classes.
The condition of the building prevents the college from
holding more events in the theaters. 'There may have been
one event," Bray said. "And part
of the reason is that the facility
is aging and the seats are really
passed their lifetime." The outdoor theater seats cause a lot of
dust because they are made out
of deteriorating fiberglass.
Along with the renovation,

new equipment will be set up.
Right now, the outdoor theater
doesn't have the proper equipment for scenery on stage and a
number of moving panels will be
added to improve scene settings.
A screen will also be installed
on the sides of the outdoor theater. The screen won't cover the
entire theater like a roof; it will
act as a frame for the stage.
The indoor theater will have
completely new seating that will
be set up like a stadium. "You'll
be looking over the person in
front of you rather than looking
through their heads," Bray said.
"You'll actually be able to have a
better view of the stage."
The new seating will also help
people with disabilities, and there
will be a number of different areas specially designed to accommodate persons with disabilities
that can be chosen from.
The indoor theater will also
have new lighting and sound
equipment will be installed as
well as new catwalks up across
the top so the lighting can be put
up safely.
"I know that the facility is going to be something that will be
used much more frequently than
it is right now because of the
equipment that is going to be installed," said Bray.
Currently whenever it rains,
the rain rnns down onto the stage
and Lhen leaks into the prop and

Many of the seats in the indoor theater suffer from worn or
torn upholstery and are due to be replaced.

The lighting controls in the control booth of the indoor
theater are out-dated, making replacement parts hard to
come by when needed.
scenery room. These leaks will
also be repaired.
The projected budget for this
project is $16 million.
After this summer semester the
SAM building will not hold any
classes inside and all equipment
will be taken out.
After the renovations, the SAM
building will be referred to a
performing arts center, however
it's unknown if the actual name,
Speech Arts & Music building,
will be changed.
The SAM building isn't the only

project that is being worked on.
TI1e earliest project behind the
SAM building is work on the elevators in the Language Arts building and Math Science building
that has been pushed tlu-ough as an
emergency repair.
TI1e LA building's elevator
stopped working, and as a result
the entire top floor of the LA
building's classes had to be moved
to different locations to accommodate students with disabilities.
Work on these renovations could
begin in the next six months.
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Fiberglass bench seating in the outdoor theater show
their age and the effects of continued exposure.

Food pantry has served over
3,300 BC students and children
By Amber T. Troupe
Reporter

The Renegade Food Pantry
is a nonprofit organizalion tl1at
was created by the Bakersfield
College SLudent Governmenl
Association over a year ago to
give students, especially single
parents, a helping hand with the
1ising cost of food.
Operations Manager Gilbert
Hernandez explained that the
Renegade Pantry is working on
a one-year anniversary celebra-

tion for all the students that have
been assisted by the pantry as
well as tl1e investments and food
donations received from all over
the community.
"Tl's not quite official yet, but
the SGA members are meeting
and working on a dare for the
possible event. It was meant to
be more or less a shout out for
the pantry's year-long opening
as well as to commemorate all
donating establishments," said
Brian Rathfelder, SGA vice
president.

Both Rathfelder and Hernandez proudly shared that since the
pant1y's opening last year tl1ey
have proudly served over 1,400
students and over 1,900 of their
children a-, well. The SGA stated that tl1ey have been working
on getting local grocery stores
involved even more by donating their gifts of non-perishable
food items.
The SGA is also trying to
encourage local businesses to
donate money to this non-profit
program at BC because it is also

a tax write-off for tl1em.
"We sent out a BC all-email
to tliank everyone tl1at made tl1e
BC Renegade Pantry successful," stated Ratl1felder.
SIJJdents can sign up for food
boxes in the SGA office located
in the Campus Center 4 prior
to the distribution dates for the
Spring semester: Jan. 27, Feb. 10
and 24, March 10 and 24, April
7 and 28, and May 12. Pantry
hours are from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m.
and from 4 p .rn. to 6 p.rn. Monday through Thursday.
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Various types of food sit on the shelves of the Food Pantry
prior to pick up Feb. 10.

Changes may be coming to SGA Student Discount Card soon
By Kevin Foster
Reporter

Changes arc coming to the
Bakersfield College Student
Government Association SIJJdent Discount Card, according to
SG/\ Vice President Brian Rathfelder.
"We arc currently under contract with Student Advantage
printing company and it costs
us $5,000 to get only 1,000 discount card<, just for this semes-

ter," he said. "With that being
said, l tl1ink we need to find a
new printing company that can
save the students money."
Rathfelder wants to cut out the
middleman.
"My idea is a hologram sticker
to be put on the comer of the
card instead of a regular sticker,
because not tl1at many people
can just copy that from a printer
and say that they bought the card
and we won't have to spend the
money to go to a printing com-

pany." Rathfelder said.
The current card has discounts
to over 30 different locations
including La Pizza Veloz, BJ's
5 star Pina and Don Roberto's
Jewelers, just to name a few.
The card also has two free
football season passes to every
home game as well as 5 percent
off at the Bakersfield College
Bookstore for people who buy it
in the fall.
Rathfelder wanted to make
some changes to make it fair for

the people who buy the spring
card.
"Maybe we can talk to the
people in charge of tl1e pool or
the weight room and get them
free access if they buy it in the
spring semester."
All this is offered for $15,
Rathfelder said he doesn't foresee any change in tl1at price when
the new cards are implemented.
Another problem with the current card that Rathfelder talked
about was the amount of steps it

takes to cmrnntly get a card.
Students buy the card at the finance office and then take their
receipt to the SGA office and
then wait to get the card. When
the students get the card, they
have to activate it online.
Rathfelder also expressed
interest in working on getting
more vendors from various pmts
of tO\\>'Il so the cards will benefit
students from all areas.
"Most of the vendors off campus are nem· Chester Avenue and

on the east side of town," he said.
"Well l live out in tl1e west side
and there are hardly any vendors
by my house that I cm1 use the
card with. T think we need to
branch out a little bit."
While the SGA is currently in
talks with companies to produce
the new cards, according to Rathtelder, it will be next semester at
the earliest before any changes
can be expected.
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Wi-Fi installed in
cafeteria by SGA
By Keith Kaczmarek
Reporter

for the SGA, created a proposal
for the SGA with his recommendation.
"I went out and tested it with
my computer," he said. "I understand that it is a major area
for students doing homework
and sometimes you need the
Intemet for that.
"Almost eve1yone has some
need [for the Internet] to survive in school today."
When asked about the expense, he said "It's a big chunk
at once, but we do have the
funds. There was plenty of
money for that." He added,
"They were going to redo the
campus center, but they can get
it up so it won't be affected. It
was a one-time deal."
According to Hill, the expansion of the Wi-Fi to these other
rooms cost $2,300 and the SGA
voted in the proposal 16-0-0.

Jason Ramirez and Katrina Salutan share a Valentine's Day kiss in the Bakersfield College cafeteria Feb. 14

For those students used to
hovering near the wall of the
cafeteria to catch a trickle of
Wi-Fi, your prayers have been
answered, as Wi-Fi is now
available within the cafeteria,
the game room, the Collins
Conference Room and Executive Board Room.
When Dean Serabian, network administrator of information services, noticed students
near the cafeteria wall shared
with the Fireside Lounge getting the bleed over of Wi-Fi
from that room, he mentioned
it to the SGA and suggested extending Wi-Fi coverage to the
cafeteria. Eventually, he was
also the person responsible for
the installation.
Sean Hill, General Counsel

Students express
meaning of holiday

GED test no longer
given on BC campus
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By James Timothy
Reporter
The overall focus for Valentine's Day is generally accepted
as being about love and a little
something for that someone special, but for students at Bakersfield College the meaning of the
holiday tends to be as diverse as
the students themselves.
A BC freshman that only gave
her name as Jeni, found it unnecessary to deviate from the formula. "Valentine's Day is meant for
love, to show someone you care
about how you feel."
Jeni's boyfriend lives in Santa
Monica, but still managed to
make an appearance last weekend, bearing an offering of flowers. " He did a good job," she
said.
A few students, most of them
male, expressed feeling pressure
to perform on the holiday and
remarked upon the expectations
of their significant others. But

Angel Martinez has some simple
advice, "when it's coming up,
you better be ready, forget and
you 'II be minus a valentine."
While some students are
caught up in the pressure and
the hype of the holiday, others
choose to lay low and go about
everyday affairs.
Kat Cruz said that she "usually
eats a lot of chocolate, but this
year I'll be working." Stating her
opinion on the amount of hype
surround Valentine's Day, she
said, "America is just infatuated
with the idea of infatuation."
Others have opinions about
Valentine's Day that are less than
enthusiastic. They question the
legitimacy of the holiday.
"It's a woman-made holiday
invented as an excuse to make
[men] buy them stuff. Mainly
candy, chocolate and diamonds;'
said sophomore Matt Mizell. He
gestures to the smiling girl beside him. " Now, I got her some
chocolate, but tonight I'll be go-

By Keith Kaczmarek
Reporter

Cash Brown and Marley Ramirez share a moment
together in the Bakersfield College Campus Center.
ing to my martial arts class."
" It's the one day set aside to
tell people you love them, but
you should do that everyday,"
said Michael Lopez.
Lopez is a sophomore and is

Find asolution to the problem

intent on keeping the chocolate
theme of Valentine's Day going
strong.
"Tonight I'm going to be eating Bon-Bons and watching
Days of Our Lives."

By Samantha Garrett
Production editor

General Education Development testing was eliminated
from the services being offered
by the Assessment Center, effective Dec. 31, 2010.
Citing budget concerns, Director of Marketing and Public
Re lations Amber Chiang, said
"[the GED test] is easily accessible other places in town" and
mentioned that it didn't make
sense that BC would also offer
the service.
"We were told by the chancellor of community colleges
to make cuts and justify how
every program promotes our
core mission. That means you
don't eliminate things that students need to transfer."
The GED test measures basic math, writing, reading, and
social science skills. The test is
eight hours long.
More importantly, it serves

Hands Across California
coming to Bakersfield
By Mateo M. Melero
Reporter
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as an alternate requirement for
those seeking to enter college
when they do not possess a
high school diploma.
For example, according to
BC's 2010-2011 College Catalog, a GED or high school
diploma is required for admission, though "any person 18
years of age or older who is not
a high school graduate may be
admitted if his or her previous
training or experience indicates
that he or she will profit from
the offerings of the college", as
decided by the director of enrollment services.
For now, BC is recommending that those wishing to
take tl1e GED should contact
the GED departments of Taft
College or Bakersfield Adult
School.
The person formally in
charge of tl1e program, Sue
Vaughn, Director of Enrollment Services, was unavailable
for comment.

In hopes of securing a $100
million scholarship endowment
for Califomia's community
colleges, Bakersfield College,
along with other community
colleges across the state, will
literally join hands April 17
for the first-ever Hands Across
California.
Intended as a fundraiser for
community college scholarships, the event is estimated to
consist of 1.5 mil.hon people
and extend 1,500 miles from
San Diego to Sacramento and
back down the coast, in a hand
held connection linking California 's Community Colleges.
The event stems from an
initial donation of $25 million, made roughly two and a
half years ago by The Bernard
Osher Foundation. A commitment was also made, to donate
up to anotl1er $25 million to
California's community colleges, if the colleges obtained
their share of the match within
the given three-year deadline in
June 2011.
Each community college
was originally charged with
obtaining a specific amount for
the endowment based on their
enrollment size. According to a
Jan. 21 listing, 13 of 110 colleges in the state have met their
target goal, with BC's amount
at $567,092, which it has secured in full.
But otl1er schools in the state
have acquired little or none of
their funds. In total, $32 million still remains to be raised.
Hands Across Califomia will

attempt to close that gap and
obtain those remaining funds.
Operating much like a walkathon, the fundraiser will rely
on participators who will obtain
pledges for their involvement.
"The idea is, each one of
those people is going to get a
pledge," said BC Foundation
Director Mike Stepanovich.
"If everyone of tl10se people
got $20 in pledge, we'd complete our match."
Donations from businesses
and corporations will also be
relied on to help obtain the
amount.The attained earnings
from the event, as well as the
money obtained over the past
three years will serve to provide
an annually recurring general
scholarship fund for community college students.
"The fact of the matter is,
that we are going to have 56 of
these $1000 scholarships, and
however many more we raise
for tl1e rest of forever," said
Katrina Oldershaw, legislative
liaison for BC's Student Government Association.
"Every year we are always
going to have tl1ese scholarships that we can give out to
our students, so the more we
raise the more money we can
give out to our students." said
Oldershaw.
As far as the logistics go for
the event, they remain in the
planning stages, but it is anticipated that the line will travel
down California State Route
58 and then down 99, but that
is subject to change.
"I'm very excited about it,"
said Stepanovich, "It's going to
be historical."
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Staff Editorial

Hold media
accountable
The First Amendment of rhe
U.S. Constitution guarantees
the citizens of our fair nation,
using just one sentence, five
basic rights. It is arguably one
of the most meaningful and influential sentences ever written,
and right there, nestled between
the freedom of speech, and the
right to peacefully assemble, is
the promise that Congress will
make no laws that prohibit. the
"free exercise thereof; or abridge
the freedom of... the press."
And while news organizations
arn often quick to hold the First
Amendment up as a shield when
their critics and detractors come
to call , it is rare that you ever
hear mention of the tremendous
responsibilities that such freedoms demand.
Why would the industry of
the press be singled out for such
prominent protection in the Fn-st
Amendment? Because the founding fathe1-s w1derstood that a
well-informed population would
be crucial if the Great American
Expe1iment was to succeed. It is
the job of the press to keep you
informed of the world around
you in the hopes that you, as well
informed citizens. can effectively
govem yow-selves. At least that's
how it's supposed to work.
We are not here to tell you
what to think. or to tell you if
what has happened was right or
wrong. Our mission is just to
give you accurate information in
an objective manner so you can
make your own informed decisions.
That is a huge responsibility.
bur are the major news-media
organizations in America staying
trne to that mission?
A glance at the programming
schedules of both Fox News
Channel and MSNBC. the two
top-rated news networks at this
time. will reveal at least as many
opinion and agenda-based talk or
commentary programs as actual
news coverage. These shows are
often presented with the same
look and style as news repo11s.
as if they are actual joumalism.
when in fact they are the polar
opposite of what tl1e press should
be doing.
Prograniming like Hardball on
MSNBC and the O'Reilly Factor
on Fox are not journalism. and
they have no rightful place being
aired on a network that claiJns
to be "Fair and Balanced.'' or
"Leaning Forward:' whatever
that might mean.
It is n·u]y shameful how these
networks an.empt to push their
individual agendas under the disguise of journalism, and it. is even
more deplorable that they would
look to the First. Amendment for
the protection to do so.
The right of the American public to a free and unregulated press
is viral to the health of our nation
and an impo11an1 safeguard to
the rest of ow· personal liberties.
It is no coincidence that when the
recent political tmmoil in Egypt
empted, one of the first actions
of the Egyptian government was
to iJnpose a media blackout. Remove the knowledge, remove the
power.
It is high time that the American public starts demandmg their
news organizations be deserving
of the rights they have.
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Product recalls leave buyers rather hazy
By Sandra G. Ward
Reporter

One fine day, I found myself given the
luxury to purchase a new laptop computer after my old one had bit the dust. This
was a good thing since I relied on my old
laptop to regulate my entire livelihood
and it had since been lost.
It was a Sony Vaio I had purchased at
Best Buy.
ln the midst of one dreary night and after having it for only about five months,
I go to fire up my Sony Vaio to see how
my day went, when out of the blue it took
one Last short breathe before seizing into
the blue screen of death.
Through all my great effo11s to restore it and having enough knowledge to
know that I didn't cause the problem, my
Sony Vaio never regaiJ1ed consciousness
agam.
A bad habit of mine is that l fail to

keep tabs on my receipts. Yet, I did make
the purchase with a credit card and have
made several purchases at Best Buy in
the past as a faithful customer. This left
me with confidence that· there would be
no problems when I took the laptop back
to tl1em for repaiJ'ing or exchange.
Things were going smoothly as I explaiJ1ed to the service repaiJ· guy what had
occurred with my computer. He made me
feel at ease about nor having the receipt
and justified my belief that there would
be record of my purchase on file in their
computer system.
Due to having made the pw·chase less
than a year ago, I am able to avoid the
service charges for repairs.
Then comes rhe moment I take the laptop from its case and I get this strange
look from the service guy, who excuses
hinlself for a moment.
When the service guy returns, he says
tl1ere is a problem and he couldn't seem

to find the receipt of my pw·chase on their
computer system and suggested that I get
a copy from my bank statement to bring
back. So I did just that.
Upon returning witl1 my bank sta tement, another service guy says they still
can't find my pmchase in tl1ei.r records
and my bank statement does not include
what item was actually pmchased.
At that point, not only did being misled distmb me. I was also becomiJ1g very
suspicious about why they could not find
my pw·chase in then· computer files. So I
figured I would do some research when I
found our my computer had been recalled
by the manufacturer. The recall effected
computers sold at Best Buy between the
months of January through May of 2010.
I made my purchase in April of that
year.
By that time, rm wondering why tl1e
service guy failed to infonn me tl1at my
computer was a recalled item after seeing

it was a Sony Vaio.
Thinking to myseU', ''what would the
first thing a service technician do when
an item comes in for repair?" Sense tells
me that maybe he would check for some
recall in effect by tl1e manufacturer.
On my fourtl1 and final trip back to
Best Buy, I approached them with tl1e recall issue. They were no longer interested
in finding my pmchase receipt and suggested I take the problem to the manufacturer. no longer bothe1ing them with it.
It appeared that they could not find the
receipt of my purchase after obviously
finding out it was a recalled item the fu-st
day I brought it back.
For those of you ever thinking about
making an expensive purchase, I strongly
suggest researching the it.em you're interested in. Make sw·e you look at the warranty and retmn p<>licy and if that is not
provided in your purchase, choose not to
make tl1at purchase.

Clock has begun ticking for progress
By Keith Kaczmarek
Reporter

BY SAMANTHA GARRETI /THE RIP

The revolution in Egypt has
achieved an incredible symbolic
trimpuh by forcing the removal
of the aging Mubarak. but this is
not the time to claim victory.
Egyptian politics has been
mruTed by con-uption for the
last thiJty yeru·s rru1ging from
widespread accusations of voter
fraud, embezzlement of government money by the militru·y and
the use of secret police to kill or
iJnp1ison political opposition.
As of t.oday, the mostly bloodless revolution has forced the
military to remove the President,
dissolve the Parliament, suspend
the Constitution and promise a
peaceful transition to democratically-elected representatives in
six months, but this is the time to
be careful
The question is: can a nation
with a history of corruption,
rigged elections and the widespread use of secret police to
silence political opposition actually make the transition to a democracy. or will the exact same
people continue to hold power
from the shadows?
President Mubarak may be on
the way out. but if the rwnors of
the 82-year-old 's ill health and
possible cancer are true, a regime change may have already
been in the works. The military
power players may have al.ready
decided to continue the same old
di1ty nicks of voter fraud and
secret police crackdowns to put
their own proxies into positfons
of power.
Certainly, with Mubarak's

personal wealth gained from the
plunder of Egypt's coffers and
estimated to be around 50 to 70
billion dollars, there is more than
enough money to manipulate
Egyptian politics for decades to
come and he is only one of t11e
key players in Egypt 's military
who has billions to spend.
For now, hundreds of peaceful protesters have been killed,
tl1ousands more iJnp1isoned duriJ1g the protests, reporters have
been attacked and news agencies
censored. and secret police have
sought out possible opposition
leaders in tl1eir homes and businesses for airest and imprisonment.
The international community's support has been tepid at
best out of fear of an unfriendly
Muslinl government a1ising out
of the chaos and the economic
n·oubles that caused the protests
iJ1 the first place have not been
addressed. That being said, this
is a time for hope.
Social media has been used to
shield the leaders of tlus revolution and keep the secret police
off-balance and chasing shadows
and we can only hope that these
sanie leaders keep to the shadows and work behind the scenes
to give birth to a new democracy
in the face of men who have been
using wealth and militaiy power
to prop up a corrupt regime.
The next six months will be a
proving ground for tl1e concessions wrested from a government
under threat of revolution and we
will see if a real democracy will
be allowed once the protesters go
home and life goes back to normal.

Loud cell phone music annoying to some
By Brian N. Willhite
Reporter

The issue of' what constitutes
personal space and politeness
varies in degrees by many students who attend Bakersfield
College. Some stay quartered in
then· own little worlds, pardoning their every move. Meanwhile, others are blatantly
obnoxious and inconsiderate of
those around them, displaying

an arrogant attitude tl1at begs for
attention and acceptance.
I don't preswne to know the
perfect way students should
conduct themselves at BC, but
I'm pretty sure that no one appreciates individuals that blast
music tJ1rough a cell phone as
they walk through campus, inten-upting conversations ru1d invading personal space.
It's not too hard ro tl1row on a
pair of headphones. Eve1y other

decent and considerate pe1-son
does this, that's why everywhere you look you 're bound to
see someone with wiJ·es hangiJ1g
from their ears.
We all enjoy om music; we
just don 't feel the need to force
it on everyone else. Seriously,
is it really that hai·cl to put some
earbuds in?
The issue is not the music
itself and I'm not singling out
any genres of music as more

acceptable than others - I may
even like the music in question,
rm just asking you to keep it to
yom-self.
The main reason. other than
it's rnde to be that annoying. is
that those tiny speakers ru·e not
meant ro broadcast music at
high volumes. The music may
sound OK to you, but to the rest
of us, it's a high-pitched, blownout screeching cat-chorus that
buITows into our braiJ1s and

starts chainsawing through our
thoughts.
The speake1-s on yom· phone
are intended for private use, in
quieter settings, and not for public perfonnances.
So, w1til you transfo1m yom
little speakerbox into a tl1umping Doombox - with proper
lows, mids and highs dialed in
for everyone to enjoy- just keep
rhe party to yourself and leave
the rest of us alone.

'GADE FEEDBACK What do you think of the BC bookstore?
Editor's note: 'Gade Feedback is
a feature that asks students their
opinion on various topics.

Compiled by:
Rip Staff

Arturo Leor,
industrial tech:
"[ts nice to have
and they are
organized"

Miranda Romero,
nursing:
"It is a pain because
they never have
the books I need
and they cost too
much:'

Natalie Patten,
nursing:
"They need to
organize it better,
because I get lost in
there sometimes'.'
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Teresa Catalan,
veterinary tech:
"Their prices are
fair and it is good
for the school'.'

Jahaziel Contreras,
paramedic:
'11 is good lo have
but the lines are
pretty long at the
beginning of the
semester."
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Batman's
not so
great
return

Too much
juice and not
enough flavor

lHE DEL~H f DIT l flll •

"lre•IIE n:~ ami\l!.eni;~m4 crijlrj
em i1 tt ti::::ryit!ir.immti:s."
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ZakS.Cowan
Sports Editor

Positioned in the most central
location in all of Bakersfield,
Juicy Burger definitely lives
up to its name as my burger
consumed every napkin on the
table, but is strongly lacking in
every other area that makes a
restaurant satisfying.
I heard a lot of good things
about this place and excitement
filled my veins when I was pulling up to
the small,
' 50s-style
bur
g er
REVIEW
joint, expecting to

By Tyler McGinty
Reporter

"The Return of Bruce Wayne" is Grant
Morrison's story of a man lost in time, jumping from era to era trying
to find his way home. At
first, "Return'' seems a
lot like "Quantum Leap"
REVIEW
with special guest star
Batman.
A A
"Return" takes place
W W directly after the events
of Morrison's previous
DC Comics event, "Final Crisis; ' in which
Batman and the rest of the Justice League
battle against Darkseid. Of course, the Justice
League wins, but Batman is lost in the battle.
All of the heroes (except for Tim Drake, the
former Robin) are convinced that Batman
is dead, when in actuality he is only lost in
time.
Batman's journey through time is told in six
chapters: pre-history, Colonial Era, the age of
pirates, the Wild West, the ' 30s, and modem
times. Each issue has a different artist, many
of which have worked with Morrison before
on "Seven Soldiers of Victory."
The differences in art really help to give
each chapter its own distinctive flair. Making
every time period have its own look helps the
reader empathize with Batman. It takes each
jump Bruce makes almost as jarring for the
reader, as the book takes an entirely different
look.
I just wish that the content of these chapters
wasn't just as jarring from book to book. For
example, the chapters involving the pirates
and the Wild West could easily have been taken out. I'm not sure if DC wanted a six-issue
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Bruce Wayne journeys through time in order to return to the present in DC
Comics "The Return of Bruce Wayne" available in local bookstores.
event or if Morrison did, but it seemed like
these were fillers.
Taking them out wouldn't hurt the story
at all, which isn't to say these chapters were
bad. In fact, the Wild West chapter was one
of my favorites. Those chapters were entertaining to read, but they didn't advance the
plot that much. Maybe there is something vital I'm not quite catching though, since Morrison loves to put all sorts of subtle detail in
his work.
The other four chapters do an amazing job
of telling the story that is surprisingly coherent for constantly jumping from era to era,
and it could have a lasting impact on Batman
even after Morrison stops writing Batman
stories.

When taken in the context of Morrison's
other work on Batman, "Return'' is definitely a vital read. However, if read by itself
or without reading (or at least knowing what
happened in) "Final Crisis," "Return'' is likely to leave you confused.
Morrison appears to be the kind of writer
that doesn't seem content with just telling an
innovative story with a character. When Morrison works with an established character, it
appears he will settle for nothing less than a
total re-imagining of that character. It's what
made "Animal Man" famous, it was perfect
for "All-Star Superman'', and so far his new
Batman series "Batman, Inc." is off to a great
start. Unfortunately, it seems to fall a little
flat with "Return."

experience what
I had heard so much about.
The build-a-burger method
sounded awesome when I first
heard about it, but once I was at
the register I had absolutely no
idea where to start.
It was at this moment when
I started wishing for at least a
couple recommended combinations.
After several moments of
staring at the menu, I started
with a beef patty, a bun, and
some pepper jack cheese, but
then came the hard part, 14 different toppings and 11 sauces
made picking what style of
burger I wanted - a task I've
never seemed to have trouble
with - quite intimidating.
The possible combinations

were limitless, but at the same
time overwhelming.
So I finally decided on a notso-wild combination of guacamole, turkey bacon and grilled
onions for my burger, with a
side of sweet potato fries and
a Coke.
The price for this combo ran
nearly all the way up to $10, a
hefty price for any student just
trying to get a good meal after
class.
The food was prepared with
blazing speed, except for one
of my colleagues, who ordered
his burger with two patties and
a grilled egg.
As I opened the wrapper to
get to my burger, juice was literally leaking out of the burger
and made my entire bun soggy
before I had a chance to take a
bite.
The burger was a major
letdown throughout, and I regretted my purchase halfway
through. The meat had absolutely no flavor; and the wide
assortment of toppings and
sauces didn't hide it.
Some would say that because
I picked a burger with such
a simple combination that I
shouldn't expect anything special, but a burger joint's most
simplistic burger should be
satisfying enough on its own,
and to say anything different is
saying that your burger has no
taste by itself and needs ridiculous amounts of toppings, and
that's just self-defeating.

String theory extremely simplified in 'The Hidden Reality'
By Samantha Garrett
Production Editor

Sitting down to read a book on
string theory, a scientifically unverified and
even untested theory
of how the
REVIEW
universe is
composed ,
m i g h t
seem like
an
overwhelming task. The theory
necessarily requires common
knowledge to be bent and twisted and basically ignored, but
Brian Greene's work is generally
hailed as easily understood by
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the common man. "The Hidden
Reality" shouldn't intimidate the
reader though, because there's
really nothing intimidating about
it. Rather than being too complex to understand, it's almost
too easy.
Greene relies on analogy to
get the point across to his readers. That might sound kind of
nice, since analogies are often
the best way to make something
otherwise impossible to relate to,
relatable. But when paragraph
after paragraph relies solely
upon analogy to explain and argue various topics, the reader
is easily lost. Was chapter two
about a "quilted multiverse;' as
Green called it, or was it about

playing pool? Because Greene
definitely mentioned cue balls
about as many times as he did
the idea of there being an infinite
number of cosmic horizons.
The point here is not that he
explains the concepts, because
the concepts clearly need explanation - the criticism is instead
that Greene relied on these abstract methods of clarification
more than he does simply saying it how it is. Sometimes it's
very nice to explain things in the
plainest terms so that no one is
lost, but other times it's truly a
punishment to those with at least
half a sense, because the analogies end up being more confusing than the idea they are being

used to explain.
There is a point when Greene
began to explain a concept by
asking the reader to imagine
a ball - shortly thereafter he
changed his mind and asked instead that the reader imagine the
round figure of Eric Cartman.
Now, however cute it might be
to make this book relatable for
the youth (who apparently cannot understand anything unless
it is communicated exclusively
in popular culture terminology),
the reader is likely going to be
so caught up with imagining an
infinite number of Eric Cartmans
rolling up and down an infinite
number of mountains that the
principle is going to be com-

pletely lost. Hilarious? Sure, but
utterly unnecessary.
If the reader wanted to have
a more complex understanding
of the subject, Greene sent the
readers to the back of the book
where a corresponding number
would mark a more complicated
explanation, generally containing equations for the math-minded. While this information was
much appreciated, it was also
very frustrating. Following the
number to the back of the book
could m ean that the reader would
get a few pages of complex details, or it could get a short sentence. After a few chapters of
eagerly flipping to the back only
to be vaguely disappointed, the

reader might just give up on it
altogether.
However, there's a lot to be
said about this book. Greene
managed to convey his argument in a fair and balanced way.
To the majority of the scientific
community, string theory is not
accepted and nothing in this
book can be proven - he didn't
hide those facts. He openly discussed them. Thinking about
string theory is a really good
way to either induce a headache
or provide a very engaging mental exercise, and Greene gave the
reader all of the tools to understand the subject. He just had to
sacrifice the more capable readers in the process.

Black Ops maps worth the price
By Zak S. Cowan
Sports Editor
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The first
downloadable content
for
Trey arch' s
"Call
of

Duty: Black
Ops"
was
released Feb. 1 for Xbox Live
and provides top-quality content
for a semi-decent price.
The package comes with four
multiplayer m aps, as well as a
new map to take on the zombie
horde.
Every m ap is thoroughly enjoyable; with each one having
its own unique setting that sets it
apart from the others.
"Kowloon", set on the rooftops of a suburban area of Hong
Kong, is a medium-sized map

BC BRAINS

suitable for this type of warfare.
Based on a small section of the
wall that divided East and West
Germany, "Berlin Wall" is a great
medium-sized map that played
nice on all the game-types.
It was disappointing that a
match of Capture the Flag was
out of the question for any of the
maps because the playlists were
completely void of it.
"Berlin Wall" would have
been perfect for some CTF with
opposing sides surrounding a
no man's land guarded by unmanned turrets.
"Stadium" is the smallest of
the group, and always seemed to
produce fast-paced action.
Set around a hockey rink, "Stadium" is the quintessential map
for a round of Team or Free-forall death match, although Freefor-all was another game type
that was left out of the playlist
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Players have a firefight in the tight corridors of "Stadium'' in Call of Duty: Black Ops
rotation.
Aside from the few playlist
integration issues, which will
no doubt be fixed over time, the
multiplayer portion of the map
pack was a great upgrade to an
otherwise bland crop of maps.
"Ascension", the newest addi-

tion to the zombie mode first introduced in "Call of Duty: World
at War", is a map that will take
you on the ride of your life.
From the lunar landers that
transport you from one area of
the map to another to escape the
zombie horde, to the infected

monkeys that not only attack you
and your comrades, but also go
after the valuable "Perk-a-cola"
machines. This is by far the best
zombie-killing experience I have
ever been a part of.
All of this content is well worth
the $15 you'll have to pony up.

"What is Epistemology?"

Editor's note: BC Brains is a
feature that asks students a
question to test their knowledge
of all things trivial.

Compiled by:
Rip Staff

that delivered in every facet. This
was the best of the four multiplayer m aps, and shined in every
available play list.
There is little that will disappoint on "Kowloon", but the
gimmicky zip-lines are definitely
something.
They were never used for anything strategic, and every time
they were used, half the map
would rain down lead on the
gamer that thought to himself, "I
can make it."
Although "Kowloon" was the
crown jewel, the others did not
disappoint.
"Discovery", the biggest of the
four, is set on a Nazi Antarctic
outpost and is a sniper 's dream .
Most of the combat that takes
place on "Discovery" is medium
to long range, and often frustrates
a player that has not reached a
level high enough to garner arms
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